Essex Age group Championships 2015
(Under ASA Laws & ASA Technical Rules of Swimming)

IMPORTANT BLOCK C
SPECTATOR INFORMATION

Spectators at block C will be limited to 1 spectator
per swimmer at each session
So as to fall inside the permitted spectators on the balcony numbers will be limited to 1 spectator per swimmer-

This will work in the following way
ALL SPECATORS MUST BE IN THE QUEUE BEFORE WARM UP COMENCES TO GUARANTEE THEIR PLACE

1. When joining the queue spectators will be given a numbered ticket that will need to be given into the
entrance control when purchasing their seat2. These tickets will only be given to spectators that are present in the queue at that time- absolutely
no tickets will be issued to spectators not in the queue
3. The COMPETING swimmers name will then be ticked off
4. ALL seats at Basildon sporting Village will be numbered
5. Once the initial queue ( of 1 spectator per swimmer) has been let in before the LAST WRM UP starts
any spectators left in the queue (more than the 1 spectator per swimmer) will be allowed in on a first
come first served basis up to the maximum permitted- if you are not arriving for the start of the
warm up you will be let in on a 1 out 1 in basis
6. After this once spectators leave the balcony others in the queue will be allowed in on a 1 out 1 in
basis – there is likely to be a considerable amount of spectators leave after the first event
7. When leaving spectators are asked that they return their seat ticket to the entrance control so that
more spectators may be allowed in
8. Relay Spectators will be let in at the start of the Finals for each session
9. SWIMMERS WILL NOT BE PERMITTED ON THE BALCONY AT ANY TIME
THIS INFORMATION IS PER SESSION
EACH SESSION WILL HAVE :
A. Different colour queue tickets
B. Different colour seat tickets
C. A different list of swimmers names to be ticked off
Spectators that have reserved a Disabled seat for sessions 8,9,10- this will count as your one spectator seat and your swimmer will be ticked off
PLEASE EMAIL essexswimming@btopenworld.com if you have any issues or questions

